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Abstract. We introduce the set-theoretic language for the element-set labelling a Cartesian productby measurable binary relations intended for the labelling, or for the naming of parts and details of theconstruction that we are going to propose in the theory of experience and chance, or the theory of coeventsthat serve as mathematical models of events as dual pairs.Keywords. Eventology, theory of experience and chance, theory of coevents, measurable binary relation,event, coevent, experience, chance.
Before you start working in a set-theoretic space whose objects of interest are simultaneously theelements of space, the sets of elements, and the sets of subsets of elements, it is necessary to stock upsome system of «coordinates» suitable for a labelling the space itself, and its parts.
1 A labelling set and a set of its labelling subsets
Here, in my opinion, a slightly peculiar but effective system of set-theoretic coordinates «elements—sets»is quite suitable, based on some labelling set X and some set SX  P(X) of its labelling subsets, and alsoon theM-complement1 X(c) of the labelling set X, and on the one-to-one corresponding to the set SX the set
of its labelling subsets SX(c) = nXc(c) : X 2 SXo  P  X(c).
Warning 1 (relative subsets and relative empty subsets). Since in the theory of experience and chanceone has to deal simultaneously with subsets of sets of different levels, we will need unusual, butconvenient notation, directly indicating what subsets of which set is spoken. For example, if we aretalking about subsets x  
,X  X, or O  P(X), then denotations of subsets x;X , or O, when appropriate,we will write more fully: x==
, X=X, or O==P(X), directly specifying in which sets these subsets contain.Especially we will have to deal with empty subsets: ?==
, ;==X, or ;==P(X), for which we introduce morecompact notation: ?
 = ?==
, ;X = ;==X, or ;P(X) = ;==P(X), we will talk about them as relatively emptysubsets, and call 
-empty, X-empty, or P(X)-empty subsets correspondingly.
Consider themeasurable space (
;A) composed of some set 
 and a sigma-algebraA of its subsets and weemphasize that: elements ! 2 
; measurable subsets x  
; some set X = fx : x 2 Ag  A, composed frommeasurable subsets x 2 X; and some set SX  P(X) of subsets X  X, consisting from measurable subsets
x 2 X  X; until they have no meaningful interpretation and form only a basis  peculiar element-setlabels  2  (tags, dockets, tickets, or names), intended for a element-set labelling, or a nominating theparts and details of the construction that we are going to propose in the theory of experience and chance[5, 4] as a mathematical model of an event as a dual pair.
Predefinition 1 (Basic element-set labels). Basic element-set labels  2  are called as elements,sets and sets of subsets of the measurable space (
;A), and also results of terraced set-theoretic
c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1The set X(c) = fxc : x 2 Xg is called a complement by Minkowski (M-complement) of the set X.
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operations over them, equipped with their own titles, a list of which can be found in the Appendix onpage 122.
We’ll ﬁll up the stock of  tags with one more label, Cartesian product
X SX = n(x;X) : x 2 X; X 2 SXo ; (1)
which deﬁnes a binary relation
RX; SX =
n
(x;X) : x 2 X;x 2 X; X 2 SXo  X SX (2)
as a membership relation x 2 X between elements x 2 X and subsets X 2 SX; and also a complementarybinary relation
Rc
X; SX =
n
(x;X) : x 62 X;x 2 X; X 2 SXo  X SX (3)
as a non-membership relation x 62 X between elements x 2 X and subsets X 2 SX; so that
RX; SX + RcX; SX = X SX: (4)
Finally, we add to the stock  so called terraced2 label
TerX=X; ter(X=X) =
 [
x2X
x;
\
x2X
x
\
x2X X
(
  x)
!
 
 
; (5)
numbered by labels-subsets X 2 SX and while deﬁned simply as a pair of indicated measurable subsetsof 
.
To have a full stock we’ll stock up in the literal sense «complementary» element-set labels, constructedfrom: 1) the complements xc = 
   x to measurable subsets x  
, 2) the М-complementary set X(c) =
fxc : x 2 Xg  A composed from these complements, and 3) the sets SX(c) = nXc(c) : X 2 SXo  P  X(c) of
subsets Xc(c) = (Xc)(c) = (X X)(c)  X(c), i.e., such that Xc(c) = fxc : x 2 Xcg 2 SX(c) .
There we also place a label similar to (11), the Cartesian product
X(c)  SX(c) = n(xc; Xc(c)) : xc 2 X(c); Xc(c) 2 SX(c)o ; (6)
which deﬁnes analogous to (13) a complementary binary relation
Rc
X(c); SX(c) =
n
(xc; Xc(c)) : xc 2 Xc(c); xc 2 X(c); Xc(c) 2 SX(c)o  X(c)  SX(c) (7)
as a membership relation xc 2 Xc(c) between elements xc 2 X(c) and subsets Xc(c) 2 SX(c) ; and also acomplementary binary relation
R
X(c); SX(c) =
n
(xc; Xc(c)) : xc 62 Xc(c); xc 2 X(c); Xc(c) 2 SX(c)o  X(c)  SX(c) (8)
as a non-membership relation xc 62 Xc(c) between elements xc 2 X(c) and subsets Xc(c) 2 SX(c) ; so that
Rc
X(c); SX(c) + RX(c); SX(c) = X
(c)  SX(c) : (9)
2Those who are familiar with the beginnings of the eventological theory [3, 2007] should keep their attention to the amazinginevitability of the «splitting» of the previously uniﬁed concept of the terrace event into two dual halves, the right of which is the
terraced ket-event which is deﬁned as a terrace event of the ﬁrst kind ter(X==X) = \
x2X
x
\
x2X X
(
  x)  
 from the eventological
part of the Kolmogorov probability theory, and the left one is a terraced bra-event, a new concept from the theory of believabilities,
dual to the probability theory, which is deﬁned as terraced event of the 5th kind TerX=X = [
x2X
x  
 from the eventological
classiﬁcation.
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Finally, do not forget the similar to (15) terrace label
TerXc(c)==X(c) ; terXc(c)==X(c) =
0@ [
xc2Xc(c)
xc;
\
xc2Xc(c)
xc
\
xc2X(c) Xc(c)
(
  xc)
1A  
 
; (10)
numbered by labels-subsets Xc(c) 2 SX(c) .
Warning 2 (membership relations and paradoxes of naive set theory). Somemathematical relations suchas «member of» and «subset of», generally speaking, should not be understood as binary relationsbecause its domains and codomains cannot be sets in usual systems of axiomatic set theory. For example,if you try to model the general concept of membership as a binary relation «2», then then for this youwill have to deﬁne the domain and the codomain, which can be a class of all sets. But such a class isnot a set in the naive set theory, and the assumption that the relation «2» is deﬁned on all sets leads toa contradiction from the well-known Russell paradox. At the same time, in the overwhelming majorityof mathematical contexts, links to the relation «member of» and «subset of» are absolutely harmless,because they are tacitly limited to some set which is clear from the context. The removal of this problemconsists in choosing each time a suﬃciently large set A, which contains all objects of interest, and workwith the restriction «2A» instead of «2». Similarly, the relation «» must also be limited to the relation«A» to have some domain A and the codomain P(A), set of all subsets of A. Therefore, the chain of threemembership relations
! 2 x 2 X 2 SX  P(X) (11)
will always be understood by me as
! 2
 x 2X X 2 SX SX P(X) P(X); (12)
the chain of limited by defaultmembership relations.
The stock  of element-set labels  2  is intended to construct such a system of element-set«coordinates», which, relying on a duality «element–set», will allow us to divide each concept of thetheory of experience and chance (TEC) into two dual parts and present it in the form of a convenientlywritten dual pair, i.e., pairs composed of two dual parts. In the bra-ket notation, the dual parts of pairslabelled with the labels ; 0 2 , are denoted by hj and j0i correspondingly, the entire dual pair isdenoted by hj0i and is deﬁned as the Cartesian product hj0i = hj  j0i of their dual parts, placing thecorresponding concept of the theory of experience and chance in the system of element-set «coordinates».
2 Binary relations and quotient-sets
Definition 1 (Cartesian product of measurable spaces). Let h
;Aj = (h
j ; hAj) be the measurable bra-space, and j
;Ai = (j
i ; jAi) be the measurable ket-space. Let’s denote
h
j
i = h
j  j
i =  h!j!i : h!j 2 h
j ; j!i 2 j
i	
the Cartesian product of sets h
j and j
i called a bra-ket-set. The Cartesian product of the sigma-algebra
hAj  jAi is a family of subsets of h
j  j
i. In general, this family is not closed with respect to countableunions, and hence is not a sigma-algebra. We shall introduce the notation
hAjAi = (hAj  jAi)
for the minimal sigma-algebra (hAj  jAi) containing hAj  jAi, and we shall call it the bra-ket sigma-algebra. Then the pair of the bra-ket-set and the bra-ket sigma-algebra, i.e., the measurable bra-ket-space
h
;Aj
;Ai = (h
j
i ; hAjAi);
is called the (Cartesian) product of measurable spaces h
;Aj and j
;Ai.
Definition 2 (cross-sections of a measurable binary relation). Let R  h
j
i be some measurablebinary relation on h
j
i. Let’s denote
Rjj!i = fh!j 2 h
j j h!j!i 2 Rg  h
j
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the cross-section of R by the ket-point j!i 2 j
i which by deﬁnition serves as a measurable subset of thebra-set h
j, i.e., Rjj!i 2 hAj, and
Rjh!j = fj!i 2 j
i j h!j!i 2 Rg  j
i
the cross-section of R by the bra-point h!j 2 h
j which by deﬁnition serves as a measurable subset of theket-set j
i, i.e., Rjh!j 2 jAi.
Complementary to the R a binary relation has a standard denotation Rc = h
j
i R, and its cross-sectionshave the form
Rcjj!i = fh!j 2 h
j j h!j!i 2 Rcg  h
j ;
the cross-section of Rc by the ket-point j!i 2 j
i, which by deﬁnition serves as a measurable subsetof thebra-set h
j, i.e., Rcjj!i 2 hAj, and
Rcjh!j = fj!i 2 j
i j h!j!i 2 Rcg  j
i ;
the cross-section of Rc by the bra-point h!j 2 h
j, which by deﬁnition serves as a measurable subset of theket-set j
i, i.e. Rcjh!j 2 jAi.
Property 1 (duality of cross-sections). The following membership relations are equivalence:
h!j 2 Rjj!i () j!i 2 Rjh!j: (13)
Proof is obvious, since the left and the right membership relations in (13) are equivalence to the samemembership relation h!j!i 2 R, which follows from Deﬁnition 2.
Note 1 (cross-sections of complementary binary relations). From the deﬁnition of cross-sections ofcomplementary binary relations R and Rc it follows that cross-sections by h!j and by j!i are mutuallycomplementary in the ket-set j
i and in the bra-set h
j correspondingly: Rjh!j + Rcjh!j = j
i and
Rjj!i + Rcjj!i = h
j.
2.1 Bra-relation and ket-relation of equivalence, generated by a binary relation
Definition 3 (two equivalence relations, generated by a binary relation). Each binary relation
R  h
j
i deines two equivalence relations: the bra-relation of equivalence on h
j:
hRj = h!; !0j : Rjh!j = Rjh!0j	  h
j  h
j ; (14)
in other words, for h!; !0j 2 h
j  h
j
h!j hRj h!j () Rjh!j = Rjh!j; (15)
and the ket-relation of equivalence on j
i:
jRi = j!; !0i : Rjj!i = Rjj!0i	  j
i  j
i ; (16)
in other words, for j!; !0i 2 j
i  j
i
j!i jRi j!0i () Rjj!i = Rjj!0i; (17)
where the following bra-ket-denotations for pairs of bra-points and ket-points are used correspondingly:
h!; !0j = (h!j ; h!0j) 2 h
j  h
j = h
;
j ;
j!; !0i = (j!i ; j!0i) 2 j
i  j
i = j
;
i : (18)
Definition 4 (hRj-equivalent classes). Let hRj  h
;
j be the bra-relation of equivalence on h
j.Then for any bra-point h!j 2 h
j the hRj-equivalent class of bra-points that hRj-equivalent to h!j:
[h!j]hRj =
 h!0j : h!0j hRj h!j	 = h!0j : Rh!0j = Rh!j	  h
j (19)
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is deﬁned.
Definition 5 (jRi-equivalent classes). Let jRi  j
;
i be the ket-relation of equivalence on j
i.Then for any ket-point j!i 2 j
i the jRi-equivalent class ket-points that jRi-equivalent to j!i
[j!i]jRi =
j!0i : j!0i jRi j!i	 =  j!0i : Rj!0i = Rj!i	  j
i (20)
is deﬁned.
Definition 6 (bra-quotient-set). The bra-quotient-set of the bra-set h
j by equivalence relation hRjis the set h
j=hRj composed from hRj-equivalent classes:
h
j=hRj := [h!j]hRj : h!j 2 h
j	 : (21)
Definition 7 (ket-quotient-set). The ket-quotient-set of the ket-set j
i by equivalence relation jRiis the set j
i=jRi composed from jRi-equivalent classes:
j
i=jRi := [j!i]jRi : j!i 2 j
i	 : (22)
It is worth emphasizing that a bra-quotient-set and a ket-quotient-set are sets of sets. Each of theirelements is itself a set, i.e. h
j=hRj  P(h
j) and j
i=jRi  P(j
i), where P(h
j) and P(j
i) is the set of allsubsets of the set h
j and of the set j
i correspondingly.
Definition 8 (bra-ket-quotient-set). The bra-ket-quotient-set of Cartesian product h
j
i by equivalencerelation R  h
j
i is the partition of Cartesian product h
j
i which deﬁned as Cartesian product ofquotient-set by Minkowski (Cartesian M-product):
h
j
i=R = h
j=hRj () j
i=jRi = [h!j]hRj  [j!i]jRi : h!j!i 2 h
j
i	  P(h
j
i); (23)
composed from Cartesian products of hRj-equivalent and jRi-equivalent classes correspondingly.
j!i 2 jter(X==XR)i
jx0i=Rh!0jz }| {| {z }
jxi=Rh!j
h!0j!ih!0j 2 hx0j
x0 =2 X
R  h
j
i
h!j!ih!j 2 hxj
x 2 X
hTerX=XR j = Rjj!i
8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
h
j
h
j
i| {z }
j
i
Figure 1: Venn diagram of the binary relationR  h
j
i on Cartesian product h
j
iwith theR-labelling hXRj SXR i and of three cross-sections of thebinary relation: Rjj!i;Rjh!j;Rjh!0j by the ket-point j!i 2 j
i and the bra-points h!j ; h!0j 2 h
j, where the following membership relations:
h!j!i 2 R, x 2 X and h!0j!i =2 R, x0 =2 X are equivalence.
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E D
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hxc2j
hxc3j
hxc4j
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hxc6j
hxc7j
Figure 2: Bra-ket labelling the Cartesian product h
j
i by the binary relations R ( red ) and the complementary binary relations Rc ( aqua ); Venn
diagram 7x5; terraced bra-events ( red ) and complementary terraced bra-events ( aqua ) — left, ket-events ( red ) and complementary ket-events
( aqua )— right. Due to lack of table-space for terraced ket-events forced abbreviations: jXi = jter(X==X)i and jXc(c)i = jter(Xc(c)==X(c))i are used
here.
3 Element-set labelling by a binary relation
Element-set labelling of the Cartesian product h
j
i which will be discussed, is based on the curiousfundamental property of measurable binary relations R  h
j
i, which, it turns out, allows each of themto deﬁne its own element-set R-labelling of Cartesian product h
j
i.
To see this, we will build two labellings of Cartesian product h
j
i by the binary relation R  h
j
i andby its complement Rc  h
j
i. Both mutually complementary labellings are the labellings of the sameCartesian product h
j
i with the help of elements and subsets of some labelling set and some set of itslabelling subsets, which justiﬁes their name: element-set labellings. The labelling set, and the set of itslabelling subsets both are completely deﬁned by these binary relations, forming the R-stock of labels Rthat consists from R-labels R 2 R; and the Rc-stock of labels R, that consists from Rc-labels Rc 2 Rc .
So, we consider:
? the element-setR-labelling by binary relationR  h
j
i of Cartesian product h
j
i and three quotient-sets h
j=R, j
i=R and h
j
i=R by this relation with the help of elements and subsets of the labelling set
XR and the set SXR  P (XR) of its labelling subsets X  XR, where both sets XR and SXR are deﬁnedby relation R (see deﬁnitions below), and
? the element-set Rc-labelling by complementary binary relation Rc = h
j
i   R of the same Cartesianproduct h
j
i and three quotient-sets h
j=Rc, j
i=Rc and h
j
i=Rc by this relation with the help of
elements and subsets of the labelling set X(c)R = fxc : x 2 XRg and the set SX(c)R =
n
Xc(c) : X 2 SXRo 
P

X
(c)
R
 of its labelling subsets Xc(c)  X(c)R, where both sets X(c)R and SX(c)R are deﬁned by relation Rc (seedeﬁnitions below).
The following are deﬁnitions and properties that relate to the element-set R labelling by binary relation
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R  h
j
i, because element-set Rc-labelling serves as its routine «complementary reﬂection», which iseasy to construct by looking at the R-labelling (see Figire 2).
3.1 Element-set labelling
The element-set R-labelling of Cartesian product h
j
i, which uses basic element-set labels (78) from themeasurable space (
;A), begins with the construction of an element-set labelling of the measurable ketspace j
;Ai = (j
i ; jAi) and its parts with the help of isomorphic images of parts of the measurable space
(
;A)3. After deﬁning a number of initial concepts within the ket space, it becomes possible to deﬁne the
R-labelling set XR  A and the set of labelling subsets SXR  P(XR), in order to complete the constructionof the element-set labelling of the ket-space j
;Ai, the bra-space h
;Aj, and, ﬁnally, the bra-ket-space
h
;Aj
;Ai.
3.1.1 Element-set labelling of the ket-space
Definition 9 (ket-points). The ket-points j!i 2 j
i are labelled by point labels ! 2 
.Definition 10 (ket-set). The ket-set j
i is labelled by the label 
 and deﬁned as a set of all labelledket-points:
j
i = fj!i : ! 2 
g: (24)
Definition 11 (ket-subsets). The ket-subsets jxi  j
i are labelled by labels x  
 and deﬁned assubsets, copmosed from corresponding labelled ket-points:
jxi = fj!i : ! 2 xg  j
i : (25)
Definition 12 (ket-sigma-algebra). The ket-sigma-algebra jAi is labelled by the label A and deﬁned as aset of measurable ket-subsets jxi  j
i labelled by measurable labels x 2 A:
jAi = fjxi : x 2 Ag: (26)
Definition 13 (measurable ket-space). The measurable ket-space j
;Ai is considered to be a labelled bythe label of measurable space (
;A) and deﬁned as the pair j
;Ai = (j
i ; jAi).
3.1.2 Two basic labelling sets
Definition 14 (basic R-labelling set XR). The basic R-labelling set XR  A of measurable subsetof 
 is deﬁned by the binary relation R  h
j
i as the set of labels
XR =

x 2 A : jxi = Rjh!j; h!j 2 h
j
	  A; (27)
ccomposed from measurable subsets x  
 labelling кет-subsets jxi  j
i that serve by values of thecross-sections: jxi = Rjh!j  j
i of binary relation R by bra-points h!j 2 h
j.
Definition 15 (basic set SXR of R-labelling subsets). The basic set SXR  P(XR) of R-labellingsubsets of measurable subsets of 
 is deﬁned by the binary relation R  h
j
i as the set of set-labels
SXR = X  XR : ?
 =2 X; ter(X=XR) 6= ?
	  P(XR); (28)
composed only from labelling subsetsX  XR that do not contain the
-empty label:?
 =2 X , and numberthe 
-nonempty terraced labels: ter(X==XR) 6= ?
.
3I will not emphasize here that the basis of this isomorphism is theMinkowski principle (M-principle) of constructing an operationon sets by means of an isomorphism of operations on elements of these sets, as, for example, in the deﬁnition of the operation ofaddition of sets by Minkowski [1, 2], or when deﬁning theM-complement of the set (see Footnote2 on page 130).
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3.1.3 Terraced ket-subsets and its properties
Definition 16 (terraced ket-subsets). The terraced ket-subsets jter(X==XR)i  j
i labelled by terracedlabels ter(X==XR) = \
x2X
x
\
x2XR X
xc  
; (29)
aree deﬁned in j
i for X  XR by isomorphic formulas
jter(X==XR)i =  j!i 2 j
i : ! 2 ter(X=XR)	
=
\
x2X
jxi
\
x2XR X
jxic  j
i ; (30)
where xc = 
  x and jxic = j
i   jxi is the set theoretic complements till 
 and till j
i correspondingly.
Property 2 (terrcaed formulas of ket-inversing). The terraced ket-subsets jter(X=XR)i  j
i arelinked in j
i with the ket-subsets jxi  j
i for x 2 XR and X  XR by terraced formulas of ket-inversing (see[3]):
jter(X=XR)i = \
x2X
jxi
\
x2XR X
jxic  j
i ;
jxi =
X
x2X
jter(X=XR)i  j
i ; (31)
where jxic = j
i   jxi is the set theoretic complement till j
i.
Proof. The ﬁrst formula of ket-inversing in (31) follows from Deﬁnition 16. The second formula followsfrom the ﬁrst one sinceX
x2X
jter(X=XR)i = X
x2X
 \
z2X
jzi
\
z2XR X
jzic
!
= jxi \
0@ X
XXR fxg
0@\
z2X
jzi
\
z2(XR fxg) X
jzic
1A1A
= jxi \
0@ X
XXR fxg
jter(X==XR   fxg)i
1A
= jxi \ j
i = jxi :
(32)
Property 3 (partition of ket-subset and all ket-set). The terraced ket-subsets jter(X==XR)i  j
iform a partition of ket-subsets jxi  j
i for each x 2 XR by formulas:
jxi =
X
x2X2 SXR
jter(X==XR)i  j
i ; (33)
in particular,
j
i =
X
X2 SXR
jter(X==XR)i ; (34)
terraced ket-subsets jter(X==XR)i for X 2 SXR form a partition of all the ket-set j
i.
Proof is entirely relied on the isomorphism between the measurable ket-space j
;Ai and measurablespace of labels (
;A), in which partitions:
x =
X
x2XX
ter(X=X)  
;

 =
X
XX
ter(X==X); (35)
isomorphic to (33) and (34) hold (see [3]) for X  A.
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3.1.4 Dual element-set labelling bra-space
The element-set labelling of measurable bra-space h
;Aj = (h
j ; hAj) generated by the measurable binaryrelationR  h
j
i, is also constructed using basic element-set labels (78) from the measurable space
(
;A). However, unlike the isomorphic labelling of the ket-space j
;Ai, this labelling is not isomorphic to
(
;A), but is its mapping, which is appropriate to call R-dual isomorphism, and talk about dual element-set labelling of a bra-space.
Definition 17 (bra-points). The bra-points h!j are labelled by point labels ! 2 
.
Definition 18 (bra-set). The bra-set h
j is labelled by the label 
 and deﬁned as the set of alllabelled bra-points:
h
j = fh!j : ! 2 
g: (36)
Definition 19 (bra-subset). The bra-subsets hxj  h
j are labelled by labels x  
 and deﬁned asthe subsets composed from labelled bra-points h!j 2 h
j the cross-sections Rjh!j by which coincide withthe ket-subsets jxi  j
i lebelled by the same label x  
:
hxj = fh!j : Rjh!j = jxig  h
j : (37)
Property 4 (bra-subsets as hRj-equivalent classes). Each bra-subset hxj 2 hAj ; x 2 XR, is the hRj-equivalent class [h!j]hRj 2 h
j=hRj for some h!j 2 h
j and each hRj-equivalent class [h!j]hRj 2 h
j=hRj is thebra-subset hxj for some x 2 XR. In other words, the following two assertions are equivalent:
hxj = [h!j]hRj () h!j 2 hxj : (38)
Proof. By deﬁnitions 18 and 4 the left equality in (38)
fh!j : Rh!j = jxig = hxj = [h!j]hRj = fh!0j : Rjh!0j = Rjh!jg (39)
means that Rh!j = jxi, i.e. h!j 2 hxj. Conversely, if the membership relation on the right-hand side of (38)holds, then by the same deﬁnitions
hxj = fh!j : Rh!j = jxig = fh!0j : Rjh!0j = Rjh!jg = [h!j]hRj: (40)
since Rjh!0j = Rjh!j = jxi for h!0j ; h!j 2 hxj.
Property 5 (partition of a bra-set by bra-subsets). From Property 4 it immediately follows a partitionof the bra-set h
j by bra-subsets:
h
j =
X
x2XR
hxj (41)
since the hRj-equivalent classes form a partition of the bra-set h
j.
Definition 20 (terraced bra-subsets). The terraced bra-subsets hTerX==XR j  h
j are labelled byterraced labels TerX==XR = [
x2X
x  
 (42)
and deﬁned for each set-label X  XR as the isomorphic terraced operations
hTerX=XR j = [
x2X
hxj  h
j (43)
over the bra-subsets hxj  h
j.
Definition 21 (bra-sigma-algebra). The bra-sigma-algebra hAj are labelled by labels A and deﬁned
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as the minimal sigma-algebra which cantains the sets of measurable bra-subsets hxj  h
j labelled bymeasurable labels x 2 A:
hAj =  fhxj : x 2 Ag: (44)
Definition 22 (measurable bra-space). The measurable bra-space h
;Aj is labelled by the label ofmeasurable space (
;A) and deﬁned as the pair h
;Aj = (h
j ; hAj).
Property 6 (partition of terraced bra-subset and all bra-set). The bra-subsets hxj  h
j form apartition of terraced bra-subset hTerX==XR j  h
j for each X  XR by formulas:
hTerX==XR j = X
x2X
hxj  h
j ; (45)
in particular,
hTerXR==XR j = X
x2XR
hxj = h
j ; (46)
the bra-subsets hxj for x 2 XR form a partition of all the bra-set h
j (see Property 5).
Proof. Since the bra-subsets hxj  h
j are deﬁned (38) by classes of equivalent cross-sections of thebinary relation R they do not intersect: hxj \ hyj = ?h
j for x 6= y and (45) follows from (43).
Property 7 (terraced formulas of bra-inversing). The terraced bra-subsets hTerX==XR j  h
j are linked in
h
j with the bra-subsets hxj  h
j for x 2 XR and X  XR terraced formulas of bra-inversing (see [3]):
hTerX=XR j = X
x2X
hxj  h
j ;
hxj =
\
x2X
hTerX=XR j \
x2XR X
(h
j   hTerX==XR j)  h
j : (47)
Proof. The ﬁrst formula of bra-inversing in (47) follows from Property 6, the formula (45). The secondone follows from the ﬁrst one By virtue of Lemma 1 since the bra-subsets hxj  h
j for x 2 XR satisfyconditions of this lemma forming a partition of h
j (see the formula (46)).
Lemma 1 (dual formulas of terraced inversing). Let X  A be a set of measurable subsets of 
 forming apartition of 
:

 =
X
x2X
x; (48)
and the X-partial sums of these subsets have the notation for X  X:
TerX==XR = X
x2X
x  
: (49)
Then for x 2 X the dual formulas of terraced inversing are valid:
x =
\
x2X
TerX=X \
x2X X
 TerX==Xc  
: (50)
Proof. First we note that  TerX=Xc = 
  TerX=XR = X
x2Xc
x = TerXc==XR ; (51)
where Xc = X X is the set theoretic complement till X. Going to complements till 
 in both parts of theequation (50) we get the equivalent formula:
xc =
[
x2X
TerXc==X [
x2Xc
TerX==X  
; (52)
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in which all partial sums TerXc==XR and TerX==XR , included in the union on the right, do not contain x 2 X.In fact, the sum TerXc==XR =
z2Xc
z for x 2 X does not contain the term x. And the sum TerX==XR = X
z2X
z for
x 2 Xc also does not contain the term x. Hence we get what is required:
[
x2X
TerXc==X [
x2Xc
TerX==X = 
  x = xc: (53)
3.1.5 Terraced ket-subsets as equivalent classes and other properties of the element-set labelling by a binaryrelation
Property 8. The following assertions are equivalent for x 2 XR:
j!i 2 jxi () hxj  Rjj!i; (54)
j!i =2 jxi () hxj \ Rjj!i = ?h
j: (55)
Proof. The ﬁrst equivalence (54). Note that by Deﬁnition 19 j!i 2 jxi then and only then when
j!i 2 Rjh!j for all h!j 2 hxj. By virtue of duality of cross-sections (see Property 1) j!i 2 Rjh!j for all
h!j 2 hxj then and only then when h!j 2 Rjj!i for all h!j 2 hxj. But this means that hxj  Rjj!i. Thesecond equivalence (55). Note that by Deﬁnition 19 j!i =2 jxi then and only then when j!i =2 Rjh!j for all
h!j 2 hxj. By virtue of duality of cross-sections (see Property 1) j!i =2 Rjh!j for all h!j 2 hxj then and onlythen when h!j =2 Rjj!i for all h!j 2 hxj. But this means that hxj \ Rjj!i = ?h
j.
Property 9. The following assertions are equivalent for x 2 X and X 2 SXR :
h!j 2 hxj () Rjh!j = jxi ; (56)
j!i 2 jter(X=XR)i () Rjj!i = hTerX==XR j : (57)
Proof. The ﬁrst equivalence (56) is valid by Deﬁnition 19. The second equivalence (57). Note that byDeﬁnition 16 j!i 2 jter(X=XR)i then and only then when j!i 2 jxi for all x 2 X and j!i =2 jxi for all x =2 X.By Property 8 this means that hxj  Rjj!i for all x 2 X and hxj \ Rjj!i = ?h
j for all x =2 X. But this isequivalent to the equality Rjj!i = X
x2X
hxj due to the fact that the bra-subsets hxj  h
j as hRj-equivalent
classes pairwise disjoint in h
j. Applying Deﬁnition 20 we obtain the required equality: Rjj!i = hTerX=XR j.
Property 10 (terraced ket-subsets as jRi-equivalent classes). Each terraced ket-subset jter(X==XR)i 2
jAi ; X 2 SXR is the jRi-equivalent class [j!i]jRi 2 j
i=jRi for some j!i 2 j
i and each jRi-equivalent class
[j!i]jRi 2 j
i=jRi is the terraced ket-subset jter(X=XR)i for some X 2 SXR . In other words, the following twoassertions are equivalent:
jter(X==XR)i = [j!i]jRi () j!i 2 jter(X==XR)i : (58)
Proof. The second equivalence (57) in Property 9 deﬁnes a terraced ket-subset as a subset of ket-points:
jter(X==XR)i = j!i : Rjj!i = hTerX==XR j	  j
i ; (59)
which coincides with the jRi-equivalent class [j!i]jRi for any ket-point j!i 2 jter(X=XR)i sincej!i : Rjj!i = hTerX==XR j	 = j!0i : Rjj!0i = Rjj!i = hTerX==XR j	 = [j!i]jRi: (60)
Property 11 (three partitions of binary relation in the own element-set labelling). For the binaryrelation R  h
j
i on Cartesian product h
j
i three partitions are valid: «by rows» x 2 XR; x 6= ?
, «by
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columns» X 2 SXR and «by elements», which in its element-set R-labelling have the form:
R =
X
x2XR
x6=?

hxjxi (61)
— partition «by rows» x;
R =
X
X2 SXR
hTerX=XR jter(X==XR)i (62)
— partition «by columns» X;
R =
X
X2 SXR
X
x2X2 SXR
hxjter(X==XR)i (63)
— partition «by elements»: «by columns» X and «by rows» x;
R =
X
x2XR
X
x2X2 SXR
hxjter(X==XR)i (64)
— partition «elements»: «by rows» x and «by columns» X:
Property 12 (formulas of dual link between bra-subsets and ket-subsets). For each X 2 SXR theterraced bra-subset hTerX==XR j  h
j serves as general value of all equivalent cross-sections Rjj!i byket-points j!i 2 jter(X==XR)i from the terraced ket-subset jter(X=XR)i, i.e. for X 2 SXR the formula of duallink is valid:
jter(X==XR)i = fj!i : Rjj!i = hTerX=XR jg  j
i : (65)
For each x 2 XR the ket-subset jxi  j
i serves as general value of all equivalent cross-sections Rjh!j bybra-points h!j 2 hxj from the bra-subset hxj  h
j, i.e., for x 2 XR the formula od dual link is valid:
hxj = fh!j : Rjh!j = jxig  h
j : (66)
Proof. The ﬁrst formula (65) follows from (57) in Property 9 (see also (59)). The second formula (66) iscorrect by Deﬁnition 19.
Property 13 (labelling the cross-sections of binary relation).
h!j 2 hxj () Rjh!j =
X
x2X
jter(X=XR)i ; (67)
j!i 2 jter(X=XR)i () Rjj!i = X
x2X
hxj : (68)
Proof. A labelling the cross-sections of R by bra-points h!j 2 hxj is the ﬁrst formula (56) in Property 9taking into account the partition of a ket-subset by terraced ket-subsets (33). A labelling the cross-sectionsof R by ket-points j!i 2 jter(X==XR)i is the second formula (57) in Property 9.
Definition 23 (element-set labelling a quotient-set by binary relation). They say that
h
j=R = hXRj = fhxj : x 2 XRg; (69)
a labelling the bra-quotient-set h
j=R by binary relation R  h
j
i, in which labels x 2 XR of the labellingset XR label all bra-subsets hxj 2 h
j=R of this quotient-set;
j
i=R =
 SXRE = njter(X=XR)i : X 2 SXRo ; (70)
a labelling the ket-quotient-set j
i=R by binary relation R  h
j
i, in which set-labels X 2 SXR from theset of labelling sets SXR label the terraced ket-subsets jter(X==XR)i 2 j
i=R of this quotient-set;
h
j
i=R =
D
XR
 SXRE = nhxjter(X==XR)i : x 2 XR; X 2 SXRo ; (71)
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a labelling the bra-ket-quotient-set h
j
i=R by binary relation R  h
j
i, in which pairs (x;X), where
x 2 XR is an element of the labelling set XR, and X 2 SXR is the element from the set SXR of labellingsubsets, label all the bra-ket-subsets hxjter(X=XR)i 2 h
j
i=R of this quotient-set.
Predefinition 2 (R-labelling by basic element-set labels). R-labelled by basic element-set labels
 2  parts of bra-space and ket-space are supplied with general notation hRj and jRi, a list of whichcan be found in Appendix on page 122.
3.1.6 Measurable binary relation as a membership relation
Theorem 1 (measurable binary relation as a membership relation). Any measurable binary relation
R  h
j
i on Cartesian product h
j
i is equivalent to the membership relation
RhXRj SXR i =
n
hxjter(X==XR)i : x 2 Xo  DXR  SXRE (72)
in the element-set R-labelling DXR  SXRE of the quotient-set h
j
i=R. In other words,
R =
n
h!j!i 2 h
j
i : h!j!i 2 hxjter(X==XR)i 2 RhXRj SXR i
o
 h
j
i : (73)
Proof is based on the equivalence
hxjter(X==XR)i  R () x 2 X; (74)
from which it follows that the membership relation h!j!i 2 R is equivalent to the fulﬁllment of twomembership relations: h!j!i 2 hxjter(X==XR)i and x 2 X which proves the theorem.
4 Appendix
List 1 (basic element-set labels). The basic element-set labels  2 , or simply basic labels, aredeﬁned as the following elements, sets, and sets of subsets of the measurable space (
;A), and also as
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terraced set theoretic operations4 over them, are equipped with their own names5:
 =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

 label of a set;
A label of a sigma-algebra;
(
;A) label of a measurable space;
X  A set-label;
SX  P(X) set of set-labels;
!; ! 2 
; point label;
x 2 X; x  
 label;
xc 2 X(c); xc  
 label;
?
  
 
-empty label;
X  X set-label;
Xc(c)  X(c) set-label;
;X  X 
-empty set-label;
ter(X=X) = \
x2X
x
\
x2X X
xc  
 terraced label;
terXc(c)==X(c) = ter(X==X)  
 terraced label;
TerX==X = [
x2X
x  
 terraced label;
TerXc(c)==X(c) = [
x2X X
xc  
 terraced label:
(75)
taking into account the deﬁnition of terraced sets and the validity of terraced equalities in 
 (see [3]):
terXc(c)==X(c) = \
xc2Xc(c)
xc
\
xc2X(c) Xc(c)
x =
\
x2X
x
\
x2X X
xc = ter(X==X)  
;
TerXc(c)==X(c) = [
xc2Xc(c)
xc =
[
x2X X
xc  
:
(76)
List 2 (R-labelling by basic element-set labels). R-labelled by basic element-set labels  2  partsof the bra-space and the ket-space, is equipped by the following denotations:
hRj =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
h
j bra-set;
hAj bra-sigma-algebra;
h
;Aj measurable bra-space;
hXRj bra-quotient-set;
h!j 2 h
j bra-point;
hxj  h
j ; x 2 XR bra-subset;
hxcj  h
j ; x 2 XR complementary bra-subset;
hTerX==XR j = X
x2X
hxj  h
j ; X 2 SXR terraced bra-subset;
hTer
Xc(c)==X
(c)
R
j = h
j   hTerX==XR j  h
j ; X 2 SXR complementaryterraced bra-subset;
(77)
4In [3, 2007] the terraced set theoretic operation of the 1-st type is deﬁned as the subset ter(X==X) = \
x2X
x
\
x2X X
(
   x)  
,
and the terraced set theoretic operation of the 5-th type as the subset TerX=X = [
x2X
x  
.
5whereXc(c) = (X X)(c) = fxc : x 2 X Xg is anМ-complementary subsetXc = X X.
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jRi =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
j
i ket-set;
jAi ket-sigma-algebra;
j
;Ai measurable ket-space;
j SXRi ket-quotient-set;
j!i 2 j
i ; ket-point;
jxi  j
i ; x 2 XR ket-subset;
jxci  j
i ; x 2 XR complementary ket-subset;
jter(X==XR)i = \
x2X
jxi
\
x2XR X
jxic  
; X 2 SXR terraced ket-subset;
jterXc(c)==X(c)Ri = jter(X==XR)i  j
i ; X 2 SXR complementaryterraced ket-subset:
(78)
List 3 (R-labelling the bra-ket-set and its parts). Each measurable binary relation R  h
j
icharacterizes a element-set labelling the bra-ket-set h
j
i and its parts which are deﬁned and called bythe following way:1) the bra-point h!j 2 h
j and the ket-point j!i 2 j
i, labelled by labels ! 2 
 and ! 2 
;2) the quotient-sets:
h
j=R = hXRj = fhxj : x 2 XRg;
j
i=R =
 SXRE = njter(X==XR)i : X 2 SXRo ;
h
j
i=R =
D
XR
 SXRE = hXRj  j SXRi = nhxjter(X==XR)i : x 2 XR; X 2 SXRo ;
(79)
the complementary quotient-sets:
h
j=Rc = hX(c)Rj = fhxcj : x 2 XRg;
j
i=Rc =
 SX(c)RE = njter(Xc(c)==X(c)R)i : X 2 SXRo ;
h
j
i=Rc =
D
X
(c)
R
 SX(c)RE = hX(c)Rj  j SX(c)Ri = nhxcjter(Xc(c)==X(c)R)i : x 2 XR; X 2 SXRo ;
(80)
3) the bra-subset
hxj = fh!j : Rjh!j = jxig (81)
consists from bra-points h!j 2 h
j, the cross-sections R by which is equivalent to the ket-subset jxi  j
ithat is labelled by the same R-labels x 2 XR;4) the terraced ket-subset
jter(X=XR)i = fj!i : Rjj!i = hTerX==XR jg (82)
consists from ket-points j!i 2 j
i, the cross-sections R by which are equivalent to the ket-subset
hTerX=XR j  h
j that labelled by the same R-labels X 2 SXR .5) the complementary bra-subset
hxcj = fh!j : Rcjh!j = jxcig (83)
consists from bra-points h!j 2 h
j, the cross-sections Rc by which are equivalent to the ket-subset jxci 
j
i that Rc-labelled by the same labels x 2 XR;6) the complementary terraced ket-subset
jter(Xc(c)==X(c)R)i = fj!i : Rcjj!i = hTerXc(c)==X(c)
R
jg (84)
consists from ket-points j!i 2 j
i, the cross-sections Rc by which are equivalent to the bra-subset
hTer
Xc(c)==X
(c)
R
j that Rc-labelled by the same label X 2 SXR .
7) the binary quotient-relation RhXRj SXR i  h
j
i=R is the binary relation
RhXRj SXR i =
n
hxjter(X==X)i : x 2 X; x 2 XR; X 2 SXRo  hXRj SXRi (85)
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on the quotient-set hXRj SXRi = h
j
i=R, which is equivalent to the membership relation «x 2 X» on
XR  SXR .8) the complementary binary quotient-relation RchXRj SXR i  h
j
i=Rc is the binary relation
RchXRj SXR i =
n
hxcj jter(Xc(c)==X(c)R)ii : xc 2 Xc(c); x 2 XR; X 2 SXRR
o
 hXRj SXRi (86)
on the quotient-set hXRj SXRi = h
j
i=Rc, which is equivalent to the membership relation «xc 2 Xc(c)» on
XR  SXR .
List 4 (general denotations of R-labelled subsets). Themeasurable binary relation R  h
j
i generatesthe R-labelling of subsets from the bra-ket-set h
j
i, the bra-set h
j, and the ket-set h
j. Some of thesesubsets, and also some Cartesian products of these subsets have a common name: R-labelled subsets, andcorresponding common denotations:
hRj =
8<:hxj ; x 2 XR;hTerX==XR j ; X 2 SXR ;
jRi =
8<:jxi ; x 2 XR;jter(X==XR)i ; X 2 SXR ;
hRj0Ri = hxjter(X==XR)i ; x 2 XR; X 2 SXR
(87)
They say that the R-labelled by the same label R 2  bra-subset hRj and the ket-subset jRi, and also
R-labelled by terraced labels R 2  that numbered by the same set-label, the terraced bra-subset hRjand the terraced ket-subset jRi are bra-ket-dual to each other and form the pair of bra-ket-dual subsetsin the form of Cartesian product
hRjRi = hRj  jRi =
8<:hxjxi ; x 2 XR;hTerX==XR jter(X==XR)i ; X 2 SXR : (88)
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